Renovation on its way

LaFortune plans OKd

by Anthony Abowd
News Editor

Renovation of LaFortune Student Center, according to student plans, is nearing reality. Over the summer a committee of the Board of Trustees approved the plans of the LaFortune Renovation Committee, providing funding is found.

Our presentation before the Board was probably one of the best student efforts they had ever seen," says Ken Knevel, fifth-year architecture student and chairman of the renovation committee. "They told us that the renovation through them would meet no objection if the funding could be found."

Knevel, Dan Schipp, another student on the renovation committee, several administrators and representatives from Ellerbe Architects met in July to discuss practical aspects of the renovation. "It looks like the total project will cost around $700,000," says Knevel. "We are meeting later this month with the interior designers from Ellerbe and then we'll tell them exactly what we want." Knevel points out that the construction will be in phases once the go-ahead is given.

"Phase one of the plans calls for renovation of the Rathskellar, the basement of LaFortune. This can be done during the school year because it won't affect many activities. Construction of the entire building would have to be done during the summer, much like the south dining hall was renovated this summer."

Funding is the major stumbling block remaining. The committee hopes to find the money necessary to begin the project soon.

"Funding is handled through Dr. Frick's Development office," said Dr. Robert Ackerman, director of staff development in the office of Student Affairs and a member of the renovation committee. "They are trying to interest a donor. As a matter of policy nothing about their efforts is released prematurely."

Knevel emphasizes that renovation plans will follow the original suggestions provided by SLC students, mainly architecture majors. But the work of the committee is far from completed. They must now deal with the specific designs of the renovation. "The committee now is going to be involved with specifics for the rest of the building. We need to take inventory to see what the offices in the building want. Ultimately the committee will become the Student Center Board to supervise use of the renovated building.

Student input is still needed, according to Knevel. He is currently handling requests from students to do the remaining work. "We need students with ideas in interior design for the student center and we need student artwork. The Student Activities office, in the first floor of LaFortune, is handling all information requests currently," says Knevel.
OC bus service seen for students in near future
by Paul Szewczyk
Staff Reporter
Plans for a limited shuttle bus system for off-campus Notre Dame students are nearing completion and hopefully will go into effect in the near future.

Only the planning of the routes is needed before the bussing arrangements are finalized, according to Dennis Etienne, Student Body President.

"Setting up the routes is the problem," stated Etienne, "we need a concentration map before we can begin. After we have this, we'll start a shuttlebus on a limited basis."

Etienne also stated that if the off-campus bussing is successful, a expanded program will be developed. "We can't risk starting out with a huge service, but we'll enlarge the system if it works," remarked Etienne.

Schedules for the off-campus shuttle will not be released until all details have been worked out. Although Etienne couldn't give a date for the bussing to start, he promised it wouldn't be too distant in the future.

The off-campus bussing will join the already operating between St. Mary's and Notre Dame.
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world briefs
Washington--Many gasoline retailers across the nation may find themselves in a bind due to new price regulations that take effect Friday night and as a major oil company raises its wholesale rate.

Washington--Former mine workers leader W. A. "Tony" Boyle proclaims his innocence of murder and conspiracy charges in the 1968 shooting of his rival for office, Joseph A. Jock" Yablonski, and is released on bail.

Los Angeles--Ezio "Bud" Krigh has pleaded innocent to the burglary of Daniel Ellingsberg's psychiatrist, admitting he authorized the break-in but saying that at the time he was convinced the covert operation was "fully authorized and lawful."

Galveston--Tropical storm Delia creates violent weather throughout the Southwest, forcing hundreds of coastal residents to flee their homes, but finally disintegrates deep in Texas.

Washington--President Nixon confers with his cabinet on inflation, as new figures show a big jump in wholesale prices.

ND-SMC shuttle bus changes night route
by Paul Szewczyk
The Notre Dame-St. Mary's shuttle bus service has changed its 11:00 pm route. The new route eliminates the roads about the campus and utilizes the roads that travel through the inside perimeter of the campus and to convenient for all who use the shuttle bus system, say officials.
The new night route comes into effect Friday night and as a major oil company raises its wholesale rate.

The new path will make traveling safer than previous routes. The new buses will make travel back to the Grotto and move to the rear of the administration building and past the primary, the buses move past the dormitories, the buses move past the dormitories and will also be more convenient for all who use the shuttle bus system, say officials.
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Core requirements changed by SMC board of regents

by Maria Gallagher
St. Mary's Editor

A change in core requirements, retroactive to all students, was approved over the summer by Saint Mary's Board of Regents. The announcement came in a letter to upperclassmen from Mrs. Gail Mandell of the academic affairs office.

Under the new curriculum guidelines, candidates for all baccalaureate degrees must demonstrate proficiency in composition and in foreign language. The English requirement may be satisfied through examination or by completing ENLT 100, proficiency in writing, or another course approved by the English department. The writing proficiency requirement is satisfied by the required English literature courses upperclassmen take at Saint Mary's or Notre Dame.

PROFICIENCY IN FOREIGN language may be demonstrated through examination or by completing ENLT 100, proficiency in writing, or another course approved by the English department. Revisions in core requirements for B.A. and B.B.A. candidates have also been implemented. Requirements are divided into three areas. Area I, in which a minimum of eight semester courses must be taken, consists of history, literature (American or English), mathematics, philosophy, religious studies, art, humanistic studies, music, and speech and drama. One course must be taken in each of the first five, and the additional courses may be taken in any department in Area I.

NOT MORE THAN two courses may be taken in any one department to fulfill these requirements. A minimum of two semester courses must be taken from the following science offerings. (Area II): astronomy (not presently offered), biology, chemistry, and physics. Finally, a minimum of two semester courses must be taken in area III, with not more than one course in any department: business administration--economics, political science, psychology and sociology.

CANDIDATES FOR the B.S., B.F.A. and B.M. degrees should consult their major departments for new requirements as they may vary in individual cases.

The revised curriculum outline was first formulated by the committee on academic matters of the Planning Committee, referred to President Edward Henry and approved, and finally ratified by the department chairmen, who made it retroactive for all students. It became official by a Board of Regents vote at their June meeting.

Mandell felt that the change "brought Saint Mary's requirements more realistically in line with what similar colleges are demanding of their students." She clarified, however, that the issue of comprehensive examinations is still under study, as is a revision in the requirement of 128 credit hours for graduation.

"PHILOSOPHICALLY, the new guidelines have the same intent as the old ones—to offer an introduction to all disciplines, but students shouldn't be forced to take subjects which they find irrelevant. On the positive side, it permits them to choose more freely courses they will enjoy."

Core requirement revisions will not affect the core requirements made it retroactive for all Notre Dame courses, sophomores and juniors are limited to one free core exchange course per semester, and seniors may select two free courses.
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The Observer, will continue publication of our Saturday magazine Moolor.

Special Problems

One large problem facing The Observer and all other area newspapers is the unavailability of newsprint. The Observer will not be able to publish 12 page issues because of the lack of a special roll of paper that is needed in the production of 12 page issues. It must not exceed four pages. But all other area newspapers is server and all other area newspapers is

One Paper Town

football special will be published, containing rosters and pre-game information.

In addition, The Observer, will continue publication of our Saturday magazine Moolor.

We intend to expand our use of the SUPPLEMENT and Friday we will commence their publication with a special on South Bend. It will feature material on the redevelopment project in town, the new Scottsdale Mall, maps of the city and area, bus schedules, and will include stories by four South Bend Tribune staffers on their specialty areas.

Two new features of the paper are Oliphant, which has already been introduced, and Action Express. Action Express will begin appearing on our pages Monday and will appear three times a week. It will operate on an "Action Line" format and concentrate on answering student problems.

Special Problems

One large problem facing The Observer and all other area newspapers is the unavailability of newsprint. The Observer will not be able to publish 12 page issues because of the lack of a special roll of paper that is needed in the production of 12 page issues. Instead, we will be coming to you in 8 or 16 pages.

As it stands now, we have enough paper to continue publication, but the future is extremely uncertain.

If this sounds like a state of The Observer, perhaps it is. But while we continue publication, and presently there is no reason why we should have to discontinue, we will bring you the news of the campus and will continue to comment on it.

We will strive throughout the year to maintain our credibility and our objectivity and to remain as observers and commentators on the Notre Dame campus. This is both our purpose and our goal, even in this "one newspaper town."

Jerry Lukus

Garry Trudeau

THE OBSERVER

Friday, September 7, 1973

from the editor's desk:

One Paper Town

The responsibility of operating a campus newspaper is a staggering proposition, particularly the prospect of managing a paper that is growing as swiftly and strongly as The Observer. It operates "in a one newspaper town" with its only news competition coming from WSN--a representative of another media. The "one newspaper town" concept is always a sore spot of critics of this paper, but it is likewise the situation as it is.

Within that context then, we can talk about the newspaper's responsibilities and obligations. We perform a service bringing news and information to the students, but we are not a bulletin board on which everyone can indiscriminately tack up their messages. We take the responsibility and liability of reporting the news. No reporting of the news is completely objective, but the news in The Observer is generally as objective as we can make it.

Along with that responsibility of reporting the news comes the privilege and obligation of commenting on it and that comment will continue to appear on the editorial pages. It would be unfair if we had not given the opportunity that we run, so the editorial column slot--the column on the right hand side of the editorial page in front of all students--is a paper. We take the responsibility and liability of reporting the news. No reporting of the news is completely objective, but the news in The Observer is generally as objective as we can make it.

Services to the Students

As stated before, service to the students is an important responsibility and with that in mind, The Observer has planned some additions. Beginning Wednesday, a TV guide magazine will appear with The Observer. It will contain all the weekly listings for the Michiana area. Also appearing in the paper during the week prior to the home football games a
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of the all the men and beasts who stalked the concrete jungles around Times Square this summer, I suppose that my dog, Darby O'Gill, and I went the least terrifying to the tourists. In the neighborhoods where druggies and vagabonds seem so very defenseless that even the most vicious-looking ladies has been known to trip them up, just for the sport of it, the third wheel of the human man is leashed to a limping cocker spaniel whose long, sleepy ears still bear traces of being dangled in the morning's egg, tourists knew there was more violence in the wingbeat of a soundbitten bird than there is in all the chaste patons from every direction. As his owner and friend, I never got scratched or pelted, though I wouldn't have minded, but I did get tickled once, which shows how much English Leather helps if you own a parasite who is a special type of cocker spaniel. "He's a dog!" "Tourists from everywhere would say, "Is he a boy or a girl?" "Actually," I would answer, "He's a dog."

To tourists from everywhere really how to spell a dog by their questions, especially if that dog already considers himself to be very important people. It was this form of pride, I think, functioning as a kind of tragic flaw, that tempted O'Gill one night to ride Times Square's police horse. Darby O'Gill was this lovely brown steed, marked by a tattoo on his forehead who looked ten feet tall in the Middle, and here was Darby O'Gill being fierce, forgetful of his image as he raised his parrot-felled body of a cocker spaniel up in the morning's egg, tourists know there is more violence in the wingbeat of a soundbitten bird than there is in all the chaste patons from every direction. As his owner and friend, I never got scratched or pelted, though I wouldn't have minded, but I did get tickled once, which shows how much English Leather helps if you own a parasite who is a special type of cocker spaniel. "He's a dog!" "Tourists from everywhere would say, "Is he a boy or a girl?" "Actually," I would answer, "He's a dog."

To tourists from everywhere really how to spell a dog by their questions, especially if that dog already considers himself to be very important people. It was this form of pride, I think, functioning as a kind of tragic flaw, that tempted O'Gill one night to ride Times Square's police horse. Darby O'Gill was this lovely brown steed, marked by a tattoo on his forehead who looked ten feet tall in the Middle, and here was Darby O'Gill being fierce, forgetful of his image as he raised his parrot-felled body of a cocker spaniel up in
Activities in the works

by Bill Sabin
Staff Reporter

Student government and the Hall Presidents Council are planning to sponsor many activities they will sponsor this year.

Activities night next Monday at Lafayette Student Center is the first of those, to be followed by a "welcome back" picnic and carnival next Wednesday at dinner time. The picnic will be on the north quad and the carnival on the south.

HPC chairman Fred Baranowski hopes to keep the two groups working together in close cooperation throughout the school year.

"Our most important concern right now is a realignment with student government. Last year the effectiveness of both bodies was hurt by the split," he said.

The HPC, whose funds come from student government has requested an activities allocation of $15,000. If approved, $10,000 would be given to the HPC; which would in turn distribute it among the halls, and $5,000 would be asked for an "Total." This year the HPC are conflicts among hall-sponsored activities, conflicts among group-sponsored activities.

SMC directories nearly ready: split with ND

Student telephone directories at Saint Mary's are in the final stages of preparation and should be ready by August 11, but since then there would be a publication delay to computer programs. The first draft was ready by August 11, but since then there would be a publication delay to computer programs. The first draft was ready by August 11, but since then there would be a publication delay to computer programs.

This year's directories mark an end to the split between Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. First time in several years, the two schools will publish comprehensive directories. Mulaney noted, however, that SMC administrative and service numbers will be listed in the final Notre Dame directory and also appear on the ND information cards distributed to students.

Mulaney attributed the publication delay tocomputer problems. The first draft was ready by August 11, but since then the computer has twice failed to pick up corrections and manual corrections must be made. The directory is being prepared entirely by Saint Mary's itself rather than by an outside firm.

For the first time, Mulaney said, the campus and day student numbers will be included in the listings. All students will have their campus address, phone number and post office box number listed.

ACTIVITIES NIGHT

on Monday Sept. 10

must contact

Student activities
office

7308

Mark Nishan (1025)
Mike Becker (7863)

Before Saturday, Sept. 8

Knights of Columbus Present
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE

Friday, Sept. 7
Saturday, Sept. 8
Showings: 6, 8, 10, 12
Admission $1.00 Members free

Three promotions have been announced by Student Body President Dennis (H-H) Greene. Jim Roe to administrative assistant; Mary Clare Maldon to maintain propaganda; and Chris Nett to academic commissioner, pending approval of the board of commissioners.

Other student government plans presently underway are not released for publication.

St. Mary's summer program a 'success' despite class cuts

by Leanne Jacques
Staff Reporter

St. Mary's first summer program was termed a "financial success" by William Hickey, vice president for academic affairs, although two thirds of the course offerings were cancelled.

The summer session, lasting 10 weeks, included regular academic courses, mini-courses, and workshops. The pilot program "gave the faculty something different to try and offered an opportunity for South Bend residents to take advantage of St. Mary's facilities," said Hickey.

One of the more successful workshops was the Glaser Workshop for professional education majors, which presented an "open classroom" concept of learning. The program showed future teachers how to create a classroom environment in which students could pursue a wide variety of learning alternatives consistent with their own interests, needs, and aptitudes.

The summer theatre workshop, directed by Dr. Reginald Bain, speech and drama department chairman, stressed the application of course work to a working theatre. Twenty students completed the summer company. The additional high school workshop covered acting, stagecraft, and mime. High school students served and are appendices to the regular summer troupe. Three adult productions were staged: "The Fantasticks," "The Effect of Gamma Rays on the Man in the Moon Marigolds," and "The Man Who Came to Dinner."

"We were most excited about the Children's Theatre," Bain said. "Our semi-Creens gave students intimate experience with the audience. The theatre for young people produced 'Pied Pimms' and 'Johnny Moonbeam and the Silver Arrow.'"

Mini-courses and concentrated workshops are not something new at Saint Mary's. The Biology Department in 1971-1972 initiated them for senior majors. Education majors receive credits for the semester they study teaching. Hickey hopes to implement a modified modular schedule for freshmen within the next year. Courses will be offered on a concentrated five-week block basis toward semester basis.

In the future, Saint Mary's hopes to expand the summer program with new courses and workshops.

The "Dallas" theme stands during football season, and how to "tender the new spirit that student affairs has implemented in the halls," according to Baranowski. The HPC will meet at 6:40 p.m. every Tuesday in St. Ed's chapel.

Participation in the Gala wine boycott in support of the United Farm Workers Organization and formation of a committee to do research on the Age of Majority bill are on the student government agenda.
SMC social commission kicks off year
by Patte Conery
St. Mary's social commission as its first activity of the year is presenting Me Natalie, starring Patty Duke in the Little Theatre of presenting Me Natalie, starring formed last spring to initiate and individual-group performances.

SMC student government operates liaison between Notre Dame and communications office where all activities are coordinated and as a Peterson emphasized, made up of elected officials. ready to make office should go through the social not go through the programming office.

Any planned activity that does combination lecture-movie Peterson in office 132 Regina positions should contact Denise "He's things are going. Administrators, Donald's telephone, one wag

A public relations manager, A young man with his eye to the future can look to Army ROTC.

Choose Army ROTC. The total time requirements of ROTC account for little, for it is a student's workload and no commitment is made by you until the Junior Year. While you're looking at our program and deciding if we can offer you something, we will be looking at you. If we're both satisfied we can offer each other something upon graduation you will receive a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army Reserve. Right now, chances are good you'll only be required to serve on active duty for 3 to 6 months.

When you go back to a civilian career, you'll have an edge. The management and leadership experience offered through ROTC are not duplicated by any other college courses, and proven in the crucible of officer experience, these are important assets for any young man looking forward to a successful future. Assets which are readily marketable when seeking any position.

Success in a life choice today demands more than ever the right preparation. Education, of course, is essential. But the growing proportion of Americans going to college has lessened the diploma's role as an automatic entree to the best jobs. Employers are demanding something more.

Army ROTC offers "something more" to the college man looking to expand his future. Call 283-6264 or 283-6265 or visit the Army ROTC office Bldg. 5.
Irish defensive outlook: ‘We show promise there’

By Vic Dorr, Sports Editor

Against Michigan State, they allowed no points and won. Against Miami, they allowed 17 points and won. Against Southern Cal, they allowed 21 points in the first three quarters, then surrendered 20 more in the final period, and lost. And against Western Illinois in the intragame bowl, they were dissected by Joliet's Bill Martin, Donald Co., and lost, 49-6.

“They were Notre Dame’s most consistent defensive team, a largely rebuilt unit which suffered only one defeat in the 1972 Turvy campaign. They began as a year ago, with two returning starters and with a freshman in the front four. They began in spectacular fashion.

“They shut out two of their first three opponents, and allowed, overall, only four touchdowns in the first five games of the 1973 season. Then, in the fifth game, injuries cut up with the Irish ‘D’, and their fortunes began to decline. They were 5-1 in their last 14 outings, when Notre Dame surrendered 36 points to Wisconsin in its last game of the 1973 season.

“In 1973, though, Irish coach Ara Parseghian, who had been considering a total reconstruction of the defense, is determined to keep the line in tact. In fact, seven of last year’s starters return, and the ND coach is hoping that nucleus will carry his team back to its usual level of proficiency. ‘Back to being one of the nation’s leaders in team defense, Notre Dame,’ said Parseghian, ‘has been a leader in that department for seven of the nine years I’ve been here, and we hope to return to that level of our usual quality of defense.’

“Ara’s ‘7 Irish, with seven starters re-assembled and with number of promising newcomers, may have the tools to do it.

“Notre Dame’s defensive alignment, after being re-arranged during the pre-fall practice—the Irish are now 3-4 has not changed: the front four.

“Line, center Joe Yonti has three starters returning. Tackle Kevin Nosbush (6-4, 265) and ends George Hayduk (6-3, 255) and Jim Pedretti (6-3, 265) are back with a 3-4 experience and seasoning.

“And sophomore Steve Niehaus has not only returned, and the 6-5, 270-pounder has a firm grip on the depth chart.

“Niehaus, as a freshman, was a defensive standout in last year’s first three games, before injuring his knee in a midweek encounter with the Missouri ‘D’, and did not play again. He has shown rapid progress during the off-season, though, and saw a lot of playing time during the last two weeks of spring drills. Now, he is in top form.

“Rush’s team has been a defensive front four starters returning for the ND coach is hoping to be a defensive unit last year showed a great deal of improvement over the previous year. But if the linebacking unit has to be rebuilt, the deep defense does not need to be. Four positions, games, but the two-year veteran has shown his ability to fill in the deep backfield.

“Behind that front four also has depth, though not as much as in previous years.
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“The defensive team, like its offensive counterpart also has a number of promising freshmen, particularly Buckeye Doherty and strong safety Bob Collins (6-3, 190-pounder) and Victor Bunting.

“Punter Brian Doherty has recovered from post-game knee surgery and returned for his final season with ND, but the two-year veteran has shown his ability to fill in the deep backfield.
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